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Instrumentation 

1 Flute 1 French Horn 
1 Oboe 1 Percussionist: 

1 Bb Clarinet Trapset, Clockenspiel 
1 Bassoon 

Notes on the Score 

CONCERT PITCH SCORE EXCEPT FOR USUAL OCTAVE TRANSPOSITIONS (Clock & D.B.). 
Metric modulations are expressed with the old value first: means the previous ’/2-note becomes 

the new ’A-note. v means a staccato attack with an accent. 
The conductor should take the beat from the trapset in bar 4J9 and bars 472-3. Even though the 

drummer is playing in rhythm, preceding both places there is a fermata to help give the conductor the the choice 
of when to start conducting. In bar 473 the conductor should not start conducting until the trapset rimshot-roll 
has ritarded to to single strokes at MM 100, at which point the conductor should join and continue as smoothly 
as possible the ritard started by the drummer. 

OPTIONAL SOLO 
Except for the drummer, if any member of the orchestra is an excellent improviser, he/she may 

improvise a solo (preferably amplified) while the orchestra continually repeats bar 480. Before the improvised 
solo, play bar 479 four times. When solo is finished, conductor repeats bar 480 three more times and then cues 
orchestra into bar 481. If no solo is performed, play bar 479 & 480 twice each and continue. 

OPTIONAL REPRISE 
The symphony may end in bar 670. After the downbeat in the “last- measure (bar 670), the conductor 

may start the applause by immediately dropping his arms and turning to the audience to take a quick bow; then 
turn and indicate to the orchestra to rise; but they refuse and prepare to play; conductor then conducts the last 
beat (a rest) of bar 670 and continues to the end. bar 704. 

STRING NOTATION 
Imperceptible bow changes are sometimes indicated with the symbol: (m/ • Elsewhere the conductor 

and/or players should decide where bow changes are to be made. In the score "P" (pizzicato) and “A" (arco) 
are reminders placed over the cleff of the double bass and/or cello parts. 

PERCUSSION NOTES 
A Jazz drummer who is an excellent soloist and experienced in Jazz, Latin and Bossa Nova styles is 

required to play a trapset (as indicated below). The glockenspiel part which doesn’t play while the trapset does, 

may be played by a second percussionist. 

crash, CR crash cymbal 0 hit center of cymbal 

Ride, Rd ride cymbal * HH closed, or close HH 

HH highhat ( + ) reminder that HH is closed 

BD bass drum 0 HH open, or open HH 
SN. SD snare drum Ft.O., F.O. use foot only on HH 

ST small tomtom HH gradually opening 

MT medium tomtom <?•=—+ HH gradually closing 

LT large tomtom (floor tom) TS trapset 

RS rim shot Clock, Cl glockenspiel 

15 

In the score, the large tomtom is indicated on the middle line in bar 171-173. In the part it is always 
on the second line up. In ex.2 above, the trapset is to keep time by treating either the 8th-note or 16th-note as 
a 'A-note. When "cue:" is used in the trapset part, it means to improvise off the rhythms indicated. X's used as 
note heads in "cues" don't necessarily mean cymbals. "D8's","D Time" or "Strate" means equal 8th's, as 
opposed to swing 8th’s. Slashes (/ / /) indicate the trapset is keeping time. Chord symbols should be included 
in the trapset part to indicate phrasing in bars 54-83 and 480-508 only. 
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Full String Section 
Violin I & II 
Viola 

Cello 
Double Bass 



This work is composed in one conlinuous movement in a sonala-variations form in five sections- 

exposition, 2 development sections, recapitulation, and coda. It employs the technique of ’stylistic variations" in 

which the 15 statements of the mam theme (MTh) recur intact in most of the variations, but in which the styles 
vary. 

bar no. 

Exposition 

1 Main Rhythm 

4 MTh, Bossa Nova, C Major 

58 MTh, Latin, E minor. 

85 Medium Jazz 4/4, E minor: written 

"improvisation" on chords of Latin Var. 

135 "Ravel" variation; MTh interspersed with 

new material 

197 2nd Theme, E Major -D^ minor 

1st Development 

Atonal Variations 

(Accompaniment: chord progression in the strings; 

6 foregrades, 5 retrogrades; each shorter in time 

values; thru bar 300) 

219 MTh, Clarinet solo 

264 MTh, Echo Variations 

284 MTh m<*ives rearanged 

301 "call": surprise tonal altered 2nd Theme in 

strings; "answer": bitonal MTh motives in 

woodwinds 

323 Back to atonality with MTh echoes 

345 MTh, Slow' Blues, C minor (3 strings) 

362 MTh (repeat, full orchestra) 

379 MTh in bass, jazz march, C minor 

390 MTh, fast jazz 4/4, C minor 

401 MTh (repeat) 

412 MTh (repeat) & launch to: .t 

(2nd Development Cont.) 

Improvised trapset cadenza unaccompanied 

Tutti Riffs with fall-offs join trapset solo 

Tutti on Main Rhythm with sequences to 

traps solo to; 

Climax 

Recapitulation 

Latin montuno, E minor 

Optional improvised solo (not drums) 

MTh, Latin, E minor 

MTh alternating between Bossa Nova and 

"Ravel" Variations 

first set of Riffs as transition 

first false ending 

Last" reprise of MTh in tutti parallel Major 

6th chords 

Coda 

2nd set of Riffs: woodwinds & strings "trading 

two's"; tuttis 

2nd false ending 

Cadence & mini cadenza 

Pass Thru: descending Riff & rising Major lOths 

3rd false ending 

Mini cadenzas 

4th (alse ending 

Chordal pedal point with Vn solo: descending 

Major 6th chords over C Major chord 

2nd chordal pedal point, rising 

Tutti on Main Rhytnm & ending Riff 

5th truly false ending (see Notes on the Score) 

MTh, tutti in embellished parallel 

Major 6th chords 

Altered Coda bars: 657-670 

Last bar 

Symphony No. 1 is dedicated to my parents, Dr. t, Mrs. Arnold B. Come, without whom my music 

career would not have been possible. 

In this work the main theme was inspired by the music of Sir Roland Hanna; percussion ideas by the 

UtherCs ° °Uddy R,Ch and Ray Barre,,0; and ^positional technique by the music of Charles Mingus, among 

Approximate duration: 30 minutes. 
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